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The first "reformation" began in the mid-eleventh century. A small group of clergy, whose ranks included the future Pope Gregory VII (1075–85), decided that reform of the church required not only interior changes in individuals, a shifting of hearts toward God, but also external changes in corporate structure, a return to the early church, or at least to selected Constantinian and Carolingian practices. They sought to recover ecclesiastical property, to restore religious discipline, and to establish a purified priesthood free from the buying and selling of church offices (simony) and clerical marriage (necolaitism), a goal that ultimately led to attacks on lay investiture and lay involvement in episcopal elections. These reformers never completely achieved a renewed, liberated church in a just society. Nevertheless, their calls for right order in the world had momentous consequences: papal power and prestige were vastly increased, kingship in the style of the Old Testament received a severe blow, cathedral chapters began to choose their own bishops, simony and necolaitism became far less acceptable, the Benedictine ascetical monopoly was broken, and revived legal and theological debate brought rational enquiry and dispute back to the center of Western thought.1
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Results of the reform include the increase in papal prestige described in Michele Maccarrone, "La Teologia del primato romano del secolo XI," in Le istituzioni ecclesiastiche della "Societas Christiana" dei
A few radical clerics accomplished so much, it is generally held today, because earlier reforms had prepared society for their message. This thesis owes much to the works of Augustin Fliche (d. 1951), the scholar who, perhaps more than any other, popularized the name “Gregorian Reform.” He saw Gregory VII as “the center of a vast movement of ideas whose origins are to be found deep in the tenth century and whose manifestations continue on up to the middle of the twelfth.” Even in the years before the papacy had freed itself from imprisonment by “the tyranny of the Roman nobility,” at a time when “the ecclesiastical hierarchy had been taken captive at all levels by lay society,” Fliche saw developments that would lead to change. Thus the story of the Gregorian reform begins with the Cluniac monastic reform, episcopal attempts at reform, the imperial reform of the German and Italian churches, the development of legally oriented reform thought in the Lorraine, and finally the emergence of a reform party in Rome itself under Pope Leo IX (1049–54). Subsequent scholars have agreed on the importance of these pre-Gregorian movements, even while debating their relative significance, adding


revivals of schools and heresies to the list, and increasingly stressing underlying economic and social changes.  

To the lists of antecedent reforms should now be added the nobility's reform of the church. This addition would have horrified Fliche, who considered nobles, kings, and emperors such ecclesiastical oppressors that one volume in his history of the church is titled L'Eglise au pouvoir des laïques (888–1057). Yet recent research has highlighted the positive roles that many nobles played. Regional studies have documented their contributions to monastic and even episcopal development. A synthesis is now needed, not only to lay to rest the derogatory stereotype of the nobility as the enemy of reform but also to suggest some of the questions that must be addressed in order to define the relationship between the two more precisely.

Of course, to speak of the nobility as a whole is to take a very broad perspective. The military elites of the tenth and eleventh centuries were in the process of developing a remarkably homogeneous chivalric culture, but they differed greatly, politically and socially. Around the year 1000 in England and Germany, kings still ruled with some effectiveness; over much of the rest of Europe, counts, dukes, marquises, and other officials from the old Carolingian high nobility struggled to retain their dominance; while, almost everywhere, viscounts, castellans, and sometimes even petty knights were acquiring governmental powers as well as opportunities to marry into the ancient nobility of blood. In Italy, the picture was further complicated by ethnic differences, an urbanized nobility, and precocious commercial growth. Thus generalizations about medieval nobles risk obscuring
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differences between greater men and lesser men, old families and parvenus, disciplined vassals and independent entrepreneurs.  

Despite the difficulties, a wide-ranging synthesis is needed, not only to offer a better perspective for research on the contributions made by particular noble groups in particular regions but also to provide an alternative to generally negative characterizations of nobles that are based on their role in the proprietary church system. Nobles frequently possessed their own churches, which they or their families had founded and ruled in ways legitimized by canon law. After the collapse of the Carolingian empire, its traditions of religious oversight were often inherited by counts and even lesser nobles, who became “advocates” and “protectors” of abbeys and bishoprics, treating them as if they were private churches. They awarded ecclesiastical offices, took shares of income (even of tithes), and freely bought, sold, and bequeathed ecclesiastical rights with little concern about the perils of simony. The desire to keep offices in the family sometimes led to pluralism or to the appointment of unsuitable candidates. Land belonging to churches controlled by nobles could easily become mixed with their personal holdings. The system gave rise to some oft-cited horror stories such as the noble “pornocracy” that dominated the early tenth-century papacy, a scandal described in incredible detail by Liutprand of Cremona (d. ca. 972), a not-unbiased observer; and the notorious 100,000 soli sale of the Archbishopric of Narbonne to a ten-year-old scion of a collateral branch of the Counts of Catalonia, a sale only possible in areas such as the Midi, where lower nobility could control episcopal sees, and atypical even for that region. On the basis of such instances of abuse, scholars have tended to condemn the proprietary church system and the proprietors themselves—yet this is really no more logical or enlightening than to condemn all Benedictine

monasticism for its most disastrous abbots or the papacy as a whole for its worst periods of corruption.\(^6\)

To evaluate the relationship of the European nobility to church reform, it is useful to examine some specific questions: Who restored, re-founded, or founded the increasingly powerful and prosperous tenth and eleventh-century churches? Who promoted the monastic reform movements? Who aided the eleventh-century revival of episcopal power? Who supported episcopal reform initiatives? From what social classes were the new monks and abbots drawn? From what classes were the reforming bishops drawn? Who furnished the reforming popes with military support? The answers suggest that nobles, acting both for high spiritual goals and for their own immediate earthly interests, played an essential role in reviving and restoring the churches under their control and even in promoting more general programs of ecclesiastical reform.

Corporate ecclesiastical reforms presuppose structures that can be brought back to an earlier state of perfection or improved in conformity with ancient ideals. One of the most basic structures was ecclesiastical property. On it rested the financial independence presumed by the exemptions, immunities, and liberties with which reformers sought to protect the church. It is certainly more than coincidence that ecclesiastical chartularies show a great increase in donations in the years preceding the Gregorian reform. David Herlihy has argued, basing his conclusions on mentions of adjacent ecclesiastical lands in West European charters, that church property, after sustaining great losses during the Carolingian collapse, grew significantly in the late tenth and early eleventh centuries.\(^7\) At this time, according to Georges Duby, unparalleled gifts to the church were “the most dynamic change affecting the European economy.”\(^8\) Although some benefactors were the traditional Carolingian protectors of the church, kings and bishops, more were ordinary nobles.

Nobles began by rebuilding the ancient religious houses that had been destroyed in the wars and invasions of the late ninth and early tenth centuries. In the first
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phase of monastic endowment, they rarely created new monasteries but worked
instead to restore abandoned ones or to develop religious communities in existing
private churches and chapels. As the chartularies of ancient foundations attest,
noble aid was crucial for monasteries seeking to reassemble their original
patrimonies: thus Montecassino’s Terra Sancti Benedicti was reconstituted; monastic
holdings in southern France were restored; countless individual domains were
reclaimed.11
Donation patterns and the donors themselves might change over time. The rich
surviving documentation for the Burgundian monastery of Cluny illustrates how
the large estates initially given by Duke William the Pious of Aquitaine in 909 were
followed by others from the great families of the Mâconnais, and then, especially
after about 980 as the count’s power diminished, by smaller donations from rising
landholders.11 While some noble families gave estates only to one or two local
monasteries, great lords sometimes spread their donations among many houses—
here, too, the largess of the higher Burgundian nobility offers a good example.12
Donations of money became more frequent from the early twelfth century
onward.13 Donations of churches, whose possession by lay people was increasingly
frowned on as the Gregorian reform progressed, eased noble consciences while
enriching monasteries.14

Even more impressive are the new religious houses founded by nobles, some of
which have recently been studied in detail. Between 933 and 946, Wibert, who was
descended “from a long line of ancient nobility,” founded Gembloux, which he and
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his family supported for many years. Geoffrey Martel of Anjou and Agnes of Burgundy founded the Abbey of La Trinité at Vendôme between 1032 and 1040, which their descendants further enriched and protected, even against the occasional predations of the local counts. Illustrous women such as Adalais, viscountess of Narbonne, and Garsinde, countess of Carcassonne and Béziers, endowed monasteries and convents. Norman dukes rebuilt the monasteries their Viking ancestors had destroyed and then added more: the duchy, which may have had no functioning monasteries in 950, had five in 990, and thirty-three in 1070. Although independent foundations did not spread in England until a generation after the Norman Conquest, Austin canonries then began to spring up on noble lands, and dozens of Cistercian houses soon exhibited the piety and power of great lords. The efforts of Spanish nobles were overshadowed in many regions by royal patronage, yet they also played a major part in monastic reconstruction, as did Portuguese nobles, who, from the start of the eleventh century onward, were largely responsible for what has been called "an extraordinary proliferation of monasteries." In Germany, where great imperial bishops continued Carolingian traditions of monastic patronage, new noble lineages also distinguished themselves as founders. The greatest Italian lord of the early eleventh century, Count Boniface of Canossa (d. 1052), together with his daughter Matilda, founded the monastery of San Benedetto Polirone, encouraging its Cluniac orientation and
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financing its magnificent basilica.\textsuperscript{22} At the other end of the monastic spectrum is a host of small Italian heritages to which the nobles of northern and central Italy donated lands.\textsuperscript{23} Houses of canons, which seem to have been smaller and less expensive than monasteries, were frequently established at this time.\textsuperscript{24} New foundations could even be joint enterprises in which all local nobles participated, a type of venture that became a popular way to establish Cistercian houses.\textsuperscript{25}

Nobles also helped bishops, although their role is more difficult to trace, since most dioceses had no need to honor new founding patrons, and, on the frontiers of Europe, where such patrons were needed, German emperors and Spanish kings were active. Yet the counts of Barcelona did participate in the re-foundation of the metropolitan church at Tarragona. In Normandy, where Viking invasions had left many sees empty and impoverished, the dukes carefully fostered an episcopal restoration and ensured that the new bishops had the resources they required.\textsuperscript{26}

Nobles more typically contributed by restoring or enlarging the patrimony of existing dioceses. Scholars, who have often quoted Raoul Glaber’s vivid description of how, after the millennium, “the very world had shaken itself and cast off its old age, and was clothing itself everywhere in a new white garment of churches,” have less often noted that his first example was that “the faithful rebuilt and bettered almost all the cathedral churches.”\textsuperscript{27} This observation fits with contemporary biographies of bishops, which consistently describe worthy bishops as great builders.\textsuperscript{28} Nobles must have been prominent among “the faithful” responsible for


these new cathedrals, financed before the widespread revival of commerce in northern Europe. Lands taken from episcopal endowments in times of trouble were returned by nobles, especially to bishoprics their families dominated. When they themselves were chosen to be bishops, they frequently understood that some of their personal property was to be used to help their dioceses. Noble lands were freely given to cathedral churches in return for the prayers of the canons. Noble support could even come from far afield, as when Norman war leaders sent funds from southern Italy to raise new cathedrals at Sées and Coutances.29

Noble gifts to the church, even more important for their quality than for their quantity, provided the original endowments of virtually all the major centers of monastic reform. When Duke William founded Cluny, he conscientiously ensured its success by generous gifts, careful selection of the first abbot, and farsighted grants of free abbatial election and immunities.50 Brogne, which was to become a center for monastic reform in Flanders and ultimately even in England, was founded in or before 919 by Gerard of Brogne, whose father had been a major figure at the Court of King Charles the Simple.31 Sankt-Maximin at Trier, a house that was to be closely linked to the Gorze reform movement, was founded in 934 by Duke Giselbert of Lorraine, while other houses connected with that movement were established by the aristocratic bishops of Metz and Toul.28 Hirsau, originally a Carolingian foundation, owed its eleventh and twelfth-century greatness to a re-foundation by Count Adalbert II of Calw.33 Viscount Raynald of Beaune
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offered Citeaux to the first Cistercians, an act later confirmed by Duke Odo I of Burgundy.34

These monasteries came to lead great monastic federations because nobles demanded reforms and reforming abbots from them. Cluny offers the most striking example. Abbot Odo of Cluny’s hagiographer, John of Salerno, acknowledged the importance of lay initiative when he affirmed that, once Odo had become “known to kings, familiar to bishops, and beloved by secular lords, any monasteries that were built in their territories they handed over to his rule so that he could reform and regulate them according to our customs.”35 The nobility seem to have been the most important of these patrons, for the earliest French foundations were the result of noble initiative; counts in Spain sought out Cluniac reformers; even such a notorious aristocrat as Alberic (d. 954), Prince and Senator of the Romans, a scion of that Theophylactus family vilified by Liutprand of Cremona, worked for years with Abbot Odo of Cluny to reorganize monasteries in Rome and its environs.36 Sometimes, monastic patrons tried to introduce Cluniac customs over the opposition of their monasteries, most famously around 930 at the royal abbey of Fleury when the attempt at reform made by its delegated protector, Count Ellisardus, faced opposition so intense that it was broken only after Abbot Odo himself entered the monastery unescorted, bravely defying the shields, swords, and missiles of the monks.37

Nobles also helped initiate the other monastic reform movements. Gerard of Brogne, according to his Life, had wanted to remain in his hermitage but was recruited first by Duke Giselbert of Lorraine to reform Saint-Ghislain and then,

as his reputation spread, by Marquis Arnulf of Flanders to reform the monks of Saint-Bertin, Saint-Bavo, Saint-Amand, Saint-Riquier, and Saint-Pierre du Mont Blandin (an almost-fatal assignment). Despite the evidence of noble responsibility for Brogne's reform, so powerful are the preconceptions inherent in Fliche's model of a clerical struggle against lay ecclesiastical oversight that it has been concluded that "in Flanders Gerard of Brogne even went so far as to accept the interference of the Count."38 Although the Gorze monastic reform in the empire was particularly indebted to the aid of imperial bishops, it often seems to have depended on the support of noble founders and proprietors.39 Norman dukes, whose "lay theocracy" did not favor outside interference, still supported the Cluniaic-trained William of Volpiano (d. 1031), allowing him to include among his forty abbeys Fécamp, Jumièges, and Mont-Saint-Michel, as well as awarding him the guardianship of Bernay.40 Each of Bec's colonies of monks in England was established "not on the initiative of the monks themselves but on the insistent importuning of their patrons."41 Most of the first hundred Cistercian foundations were sponsored by nobles.42 Count Gottfried of Cappenburg's donation in 1122/1123 of his family patrimony permitted the foundation of the first three German Praemonstratensian cloisters.43 The first Carthusians had noble support.44 It is virtually impossible to name a monastic reform movement that was not indebted to noble generosity at its inception and for its expansion.

Many episcopal reforms also benefited from noble help. Bishops welcomed the nobility's support for well-ordered monastic houses.45 Nobles sometimes strengthened diocesan authority, as in Normandy, for example, where the dukes helped
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consolidate episcopal power over the monasteries and encouraged a slow but steady improvement in the quality of episcopal personnel. Major elements of the nobility—especially the higher nobility and what one scholar has called "the enlightened nobility"—provided essential support for the bishops who preached the Peace of God and the Truce of God. Because local noble families were often well represented in the cathedral chapters, their assent must have been crucial to the widespread chapter reforms of the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries. Nobles even voluntarily donated their proprietary churches to bishops, although dioceses benefited from this generosity far less than did monasteries.

Men of Noble Birth: Led Church Reform. The aristocracy supplied the abbots of old-fashioned proprietary Benedictine houses, of reformed Benedictine monasteries such as Cluny, and even of houses that broke with Benedictine tradition such as Camaldoli, the Grande-Chartreuse, Prémontré, and others. Rank-and-file monks were frequently noble, a situation encouraged by practices such as entrance donations, oblation, and mass family conversions. Houses of canons contained many members of the local nobility. In France, nuns often came from the highest


44 Perhaps the percentage of the churches returned to ecclesiastical proprietorship that went to bishops was inversely proportional to the strength of their local monasteries; see Denvilly, "Une Enquête en cours," and other references listed in note 14 above.
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aristocracy.\footnote{54} In Germany, the famous Benedictine abbess Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179) justified her creation of separate noble and non-noble houses by arguing that nobody drives all his stock—cattle, donkeys, sheep, and goats—into the same stable.\footnote{54} Canonesses of unreformed houses (the so-called secular canonesses) could be haughtily exclusive, even to the extent of developing elaborate quartering inquests to verify the noble birth of prospective members back through their great-great-grandparents.\footnote{55}

The nobility also provided the bishops. Before the reform period, bishops were generally wellborn, a natural result of the proprietary church system.\footnote{56} In contrast to the popular image of such bishops as worldly, licentious, and frequently simoniacal, some proved to be quite good pastors. The noble Bishop Fulcrannus of Lodève (d. 1006) was honored as a saintly administrator who reformed his cathedral chapter, founded the monastery of Saint-Sauveur, and built so grandly that his hagiographer could ask rhetorically, "What church was there in his diocese that he had not either rebuilt himself or given the resources necessary for
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rebuilding it?"57 Gauzlin, abbot of Fleury and archbishop of Bourges (1012–29), who was highly praised for his noble blood, distinguished himself as an administrator and as a patron of arts and education.58 Bishop Oliba of Vic (d. 1047), a son of the count of Cerdañà and Besalù, excelled as a builder, a pilgrim, a connoisseur of ascetical trends, and a successful reforming abbot of the monasteries of Cuxà and Ripoll.59 In recent years, many scholars have judged the proprietary church bishops more favorably, measuring their positive accomplishments against their own milieu rather than anachronistically against the highest standards of the Gregorian reform.60 Others, however, have not hesitated to compare the old-style church-state condominiums with the Gregorian regimes that followed and to claim that—at least in Léon, Provence, and the Lorraine—the older systems sometimes worked better.61

From the middle of the eleventh century on, higher levels of personal morality and pastoral leadership began to be expected of bishops. Yet it was the traditional noble bishops who adopted and even helped to create the new standards. Perhaps the most distinguished example was Bishop Bruno of Toul, one of many high-ranking clerics from the Alsatian family of the Counts of Egisheim, who reformed his own church and later, as Pope Leo IX, went on to reform others.62 Hugh of Salins, archbishop of Besançon (1031–66), oversaw a thorough, yet very Carolingian-style, reform of his diocese.63 Joscelin, archbishop of Bordeaux (1059–86), a younger son of the lords of Parthenay, moved neatly into the realm of Gregorian politics, backing reform measures and holding provincial councils—an episcopal record even more impressive because, after the death of his older brother, he had become co-ruler of his family domains, where his reign was to be so well remembered that for many years afterward his lay successors attempted to appropriate for themselves, quite uncanonically, his title of "archbishop."64 Many of the Norman bishops, who were often drawn from the
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ducal family and exhibited its characteristic love of battle and of the flesh, still distinguished themselves as patrons, administrators, and reformers to such an extent that they could be well described by the words Orderic Vitalis applied to William the Conqueror’s half-brother, Bishop Odo of Bayeux (d. 1097): in them, “vices were well mixed up with virtues.”

During the long and uneven course of the Gregorian reform, such transitional figures seem to have been the rule rather than the exception.

At the height of the investiture controversy, the necessity of aristocratic birth began to be questioned by some reformers. In the early 1080s, Abbot William of Hersau (who was not wellborn) complained that “in the appointment of bishops useless nobility is usually considered or an abundance of riches interferes. In no way is the venerable quality of spiritual men taken into account.”

The battles to establish free episcopal elections did permit the ordination of some non-noble candidates who had distinguished themselves as reforming monks, accomplished archdeacons and canons, and talented clerks (often with royal service). Yet noble bishops remained the rule. There is more than local truth in William Mendel Newman’s observation that “great noble families knew well how to adapt themselves to innovations.”

In France, “the social origins of bishops scarcely changed.” In Périgord, for example, a diocese in which episcopal reform came early and episcopal power grew steadily from the late tenth through the mid-twelfth centuries, at least eleven of the twelve known bishops of this time seem to have been drawn from the nobility, with no apparent change in the sequence of lesser nobility punctuated by an occasional relative of the court.

In the dioceses of Soissons and Beauvais, the regional nobility controlled the episcopacy itself by dominating the chapters and archdeaconries whose powers of election the Gregorian reform had enhanced. In Auxerre, most bishops continued to be drawn from the nobility.

If there was any shift in the social origins of French bishops, it was perhaps a gain for the lesser nobility at the expense of the greater. This was certainly the
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case in Germany, a land where episcopal sees were much larger and bishops often
great feudal lords, for, as the Gregorian reform progressed, bishops drawn from
the imperial family itself became rarer and were replaced by local aristocratic
candidates.74 In Italy, noble descent seems to have remained common.74 Perhaps
in England the situation was somewhat more varied.75 Overall, bishops remained
aristocratic, as their images in literature demonstrate.76 What the Gregorian
reform did was to better the forms of their elections, elevate their public personal
morality, and improve their preparation for office (now often in the reformed
chapters or monasteries that nobles themselves had helped to create).

Perhaps the most direct support given by nobles to the Gregorian reform can
be found in its well-known political history. Gregory VII was well aware that
military force might be needed to support his programs, and the “vassals of St.
Peter” he sought to mobilize were no army of kings. The armed support of
particular groups of nobles—the Lorrainers, the Canossans, the Normans of
southern Italy—was often all that stood between the reform party and its
destruction. The German nobility’s recognition of the papal excommunication of
Henry IV set the stage for his humiliation at Canossa. The lords and knights who
answered papal calls for the Spanish crusades and for the First Crusade achieved
the successes that made the reform party’s divine sanction credible. Nobles who
fought for papal causes often did well for themselves, of course, most especially
in Germany, where “the real victor” of the investiture controversy, as Geoffrey
Barraclough noted, was “the estate of princes.”77

Nobles’ interest in ecclesiastical reform, according to their charters, stems
from their desire for salvation, a salvation that could virtually be purchased by
supporting professional servants of God. For example, in the early tenth century,
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Duke William of Aquitaine, in endowing Cluny, noted that "to all right thinkers it is clear that the providence of God has so provided for certain rich men that, by means of their transitory possessions, if they use them well, they may be able to merit everlasting rewards. As to which thing, indeed, the divine word, showing it to be possible and altogether advising it, says: 'The riches of a man are the redemption of his soul' [see Proverbs 13:8]." A century and a half later, sentiments such as these were set forth even more strongly by another Duke William, William the Conqueror, as he endowed the convent of Sainte-Trinité at Caen: "We earnestly desire it to be made known to all who believe faithfully in Christ that those men are not to be kept from the celestial inheritance of a dwelling of blessedness but are worthy to be fellow heirs of God, who, placed in the course of this unstable life, decide to share the things which they seem to possess as if by hereditary right, fulfilling the duty of charity through a perpetual donation to places consecrated to God for the necessities of life of those pouring themselves out in continuous prayers." In such charters, the donor's gift inspires one from God, invoking the same psychological conviction of divine reciprocity that later animated indulgence purchases. Although regional studies of charters of foundation and donation have disagreed about whether the most characteristic theme is individual or lineage salvation, salvation itself is central. One might be tempted to attribute this to the clerical scribes and recipients of charters rather than to their donors, but it is noteworthy that when wills written without an ecclesiastical filter began to appear—bourgeois wills written by notaries in twelfth-century Italy—the same religious values were still prominent. They probably often sincerely reflected the feelings of the classes for whom charitable donations were possible. Nobles before and during the Gregorian reform may have been psychologically predisposed to seek salvation by endowing the church. Monasteries and houses of canons symbolized and realized an order beyond military life, and, in the tenth and eleventh centuries, as the lower nobility fought its way to a higher social position, that life engendered uneasiness. Alexander Murray described nobles who illustrated William James's concept of "sickness of soul," a sense of the "vanity of mortal things." Barbara Rosenwein used anomie theory to suggest that the Cluniac


reformers' emphasis on law and order, by witnessing what the violent life of noblemen lacked, conveyed to magnates a vivid sense of a life opposed to profane life and therefore sacred. The same sort of oppositional dynamic may be evidenced by the tremendous popularity of hermits, wandering Greek monks, and other radical ascetics, whose isolation, poverty, dirt, and raggedness contradicted all that was valued in courtly life.

Piety, however, was not only spiritually profitable but also prestigious. Participants in the developing aristocratic court culture gained status by displaying magnanimity, a magnanimity that could be manifested spectacularly through religious largess. After Orderic Vitalis had described how William the Conqueror had sought "to imitate the zeal of his ancestors for the Church of God; and God granted him wealth and power to outshine them all," he went on to claim that "the barons of Normandy were inspired by the piety of their princes to do likewise, and encouraged each other to undertake similar enterprises for the salvation of their souls. They vied with each other in the good work and competed in giving alms generously as befitted their rank. Each magnate would have thought himself beneath contempt if he had not supported clerks and monks on his estates for the service of God." Note all the ways to compete: ancestors are outdone; peers are surpassed; barons are inspired by their prince's example; and, implicitly, kings and emperors, the traditional protectors of the church, are forced to yield some of their glory to the nobility.

Nobles also benefited because religious patronage helped to create new ecclesiastical geography. The unparalleled changes created by conquest, castellations, colonization, alliance, and redefinition of lineages often resulted in dioceses and monasteries that no longer fit political boundaries. New religious foundations could help unify lineages and territories. In Swabia, after nobles had begun to redefine their family relationships, using patrilineal descent rather than connections with powerful figures, the Habsburgs, Welfs, Hohenzollern, Hohenstaufen, and others gained self-conscious identity through patronage and advocacy of religious houses where their members were buried, their deeds recorded, and their territorial domination given a sacred character. In France, Bourbon holdings were consolidated around family patronage of Souvigny. The Normans were particularly adept at using their wealth to create more acceptable ecclesiastical geography: Norman lords from the 1030s on founded their own family monasteries to assert their relatively greater independence, while Duke

87 See note 21 above.
William, although otherwise a lavish benefactor of the Norman church, played his own hand by systematically sifting their foundations; those who acquired holdings in England first created cells for their favorite monasteries in Normandy, and then, when they did begin to found English monasteries, used a variety of territorial strategies. The Canossan family unified its disparate domains not only by building churches and monasteries but even by propagating cults of local saints and relics. Older monasteries such as Monte Cassino and Cluny were not, however, at the mercy of these upstarts, since they could fight back by exploiting their greater wealth and tradition, by offering more luxurious and prestigious homes for family converts, and by marshaling spiritual power in great prayer confraternities—responses so effective that many family foundations ultimately became their dependents. Whether noble foundations remained independent or affiliated with others, they continued to offer a source of family identity, a place for burial in holy ground where the prayers of the religious would perpetually invoke the memory of the founder and his family.

There were also economic reasons for noble support of church institutions and reforms. Church proprietors who received shares of ecclesiastical income had financial incentives for good stewardship. Advocacy, especially in the empire, could involve highly valued economic and legal rights. Profit as well as pride came from churches “richly endowed with manors and castles, abounding with estates and allodial lands,” “filled with books, adorned with gilded pictures, caskets and crucifixes, and resplendent with golden crowns and precious stones.” It was even possible to borrow from the wealth of such churches in times of emergency, a circumstance which may explain why otherwise pious nobles sometimes preemptively attacked the churches of their enemies. To loot one’s own church or to run it poorly would be to take short-term gains at the expense of long-term assets. It might appear to have been economically disadvantageous to donate land to churches, since family control would shift from direct to indirect and might be lost entirely. Yet donation offered not only spiritual profits from wild, indefensible, or dubiously acquired territories but also earthly profits if resource development,


92 The phrases here are quoted from the description of a well-run church given by Viscoun Bercuret de Naubonne, Quesnoy, in Claude Devix and Joseph Vaisey, eds., Histoire générale de Langueçhe avec des notes et les pièces justificatives, 15 vols. (Toulouse, 1879–92), 5: col. 497. For similar descriptions of church wealth, see Duby, Age of the Cathedrals, 43–44.
lease-back understandings, and countergifts were part of the arrangements. It might seem to have been imprudent to support reform inasmuch as the strengthening of an independent clerical community could mean the weakening of noble influence over its property, but institutional reform may have meant increased prosperity. Kings, counts, and bishops urged William of Dijon to reform Fruttuaria, "since they recognized that monasteries taken under his protection excelled others in riches and in holiness." Keeping high clerical standards had economic advantages, since womanizing clergymen often gave their heirs church property and produced the disastrous situation outlined by Bishop Atto of Vercelli (d. 961): "To enrich their own families, such clergy become greedy, rapacious, usurious, avaricious, envious, and deceitful. Whence the Church of Christ suffers no small detriment. For the people, considering this, refuse to offer the tithes and first fruits for the needy, and do not want to render to the holy church of God any service through which those priests could gain any benefit." Secular as well as spiritual reasons could encourage nobles to reform churches.

Scholars disagree about the relative importance of such motives. For example, Constance Bouchard has recently argued, against predecessors whose work she cites, that motives of politics, economics, and support of monastic relatives "should not be attributed to the medieval nobles who made gifts to reformed monasteries," a thesis supported by examples of gifts that were politically, economically, or familiarly disastrous. Certainly, one could cite many examples of noble largess that weakened family holdings and of religious vocations that extinguished lineages. Alternatively, however, one could emphasize many ecclesiastical donations that were actually veiled sales and stress the indirect earthly advantages, such as social prestige, that could have motivated philanthropists. Perhaps contemporary scholars have been more concerned about a spiritual-material dichotomy than medieval nobles were—some charters blithely affirm that material aid to the church will gain a hundredfold reward in this life and, even better, eternal life in the world to come. Piety and profit were not necessarily seen as incompatible. The variety of the potential rewards may explain the extraordinary support nobles gave to the church at the start of the High Middle Ages.

\[\text{It seems useful, therefore, to recognize the reforming role nobles played as they helped set the stage for and then participated in the Gregorian reform. They usurped for themselves royal rights of ecclesiastical patronage, endowing the church with so much wealth that it had ample resources for independent action.}\]

96 Bouchard, Sword, Miter, and Cloister, 225–238, especially 238.
97 Giovanni Miccoli, Chiesa gregoriana: Ricerche sulla Reforma del secolo XI (Florence, 1966), 56.
They showered exemplary abbots with monasteries, creating religious federations with armies of holy and learned monks, many of noble birth. From the nobility came wealth, support, and leadership for a revived episcopate. The aid given by particular nobles and groups of nobles was often the difference between success and failure for reforming abbots, bishops, and popes. If scholars are willing to acknowledge, as even Fliche was, that an imperial reform of the church strengthened the German and Italian bishoprics, supported monastic reform, and created the clerical circle at Rome that ultimately launched the Gregorian reform, then it is even more necessary to acknowledge the essential role played by the nobility of pre-Gregorian and Gregorian Europe.

It might be objected that, since nobles included in their ranks both ecclesiastical supporters and oppressors, they lacked the unity of purpose presupposed by the reform movements Fliche described. Yet the evidence assembled here suggests that noble reformers were not operating in isolation. They supported reform in similar ways throughout Europe. Magnanimity to the church seems to have been generally respected, even when it was not always observed. A pattern of noble conduct was established that encouraged ecclesiastical renewal and reform. Perhaps in this pattern can be found antecedents of the religious elements that came to figure prominently in the chivalric ideal.

One reason why scholars such as Fliche failed to recognize a pre-Gregorian and Gregorian noble reform may lie in the nature of our sources. To Gregorian chroniclers, men who wanted to return to ancient standards, the claims of the members of the lower nobility who were assuming power seemed unhallowed by precedent, their violence unjustifiable, and their occupation of former church lands, even when sanctioned by long tradition, an appalling attack on ecclesiastical liberty.98 Incidents of noble violence and oppression of the church were real enough, but the clerical writers through whom we know them emphasized bad news and even severely censured those nobles whose reforming efforts simply failed to advance as far as those of the radical Gregorians.99 Similar attacks have also misled historians about the "decadence" of the canons who followed the rule of Aix, and about the devotion of the emperors to the cause of church reform.100


Students of history will recall other examples of revolutionary vanguards hostile to the moderates behind them.

Failure to credit the nobility’s religious contributions may also reflect a bias inherent in much traditional Roman Catholic historiography. Catholic historians have written most about the Gregorian reform, and, thanks in part to its success in solidifying the hierarchical structure of the church, many, especially prior to the Second Vatican Council, have tended to attribute religious initiative to the clergy and religious passivity to the laity. The strength of this clerical bias is reflected not only in Fliche’s studies of a half-century ago, written in response to French anticlericalism, but even in the writings of today’s relatively unsectarian scholars, which sometimes gratuitously assume clear clerical-lay divisions: Duby, for example, presumed that reforms such as the Peace of God were essentially a church counterattack against an irreligious nobility, that the Cluniac monks had ways “of keeping the nobility in line,” and that knights did not influence artists directly. So long as the laity are viewed primarily as a field for pastoralization, their contributions to religion may be easily overlooked.

Antinoble bias is also an intellectual inheritance from the French Revolution and nineteenth-century liberalism. To many intellectuals, nobility represented inequality and particularism. These negative stereotypes may have influenced English, American, French, and even German historians, who for many years do not seem to have considered the nobility worthy of much attention. Thus the American Historical Review, for example, in its first seventy years of publication, devoted to the nobility of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries only a half-dozen articles, largely on English legal developments (this despite American preoccupations with the origins of states, parliaments, common law, and crusades). A much different perspective began to emerge in Imperial Germany, where nobles appeared as heroes of church reform in the works of Ernst Sackur and Aloys Schulte, but their findings tended to be relatively neglected elsewhere until well after World War II. Now other Western scholars have begun to transcend antiaristocratic biases and to recognize the dynamism and creativity of the nobility, a trend again illustrated by the AHR, which in recent decades has published nine articles on the nobles of the early High Middle Ages, including specialized studies on those of France and Germany. During years when the history of the European nobility was relatively neglected, it was not difficult to overlook its contributions.


101 On traditional Catholic attitudes toward lay religious initiatives and some reassessments of these, see Gregorianism, 68 (1–2) (1987) = *Lay People in the Church Today*.


This study has sought to present a more positive view of the involvement of nobles in church reform. Far from being its enemies, they were often its most important supporters. Even when clergymen were the intellectual leaders of the Gregorian reform, it was noble support that made their successes possible. Just as historians of the Progressive Era now attribute its accomplishments not just to progressive politicians and intellectuals but also to the large numbers of businessmen who found programs of economic and social rationalization acceptable and even desirable, so also historians need to recognize that the church reforms of the tenth and eleventh centuries owed much of their success to the favor they enjoyed among the dominant nobility. The exact roles various noble groups played remain to be determined: additional local studies are needed to document changing alliances between nobles and ecclesiastical reformers in different decades and regions; analyses of competing levels of the aristocracy could help define differences in the reforms advocated by great lords, lesser nobles, and simple knights; descriptions of the careers of individual ecclesiastical reformers could treat their social context more effectively. It might even be possible to elucidate more precisely how and when the reform movement began to take on such dynamism that it could lead increasing numbers of noble clergy, and even of noble lay people, to sacrifice immediate family interests to a larger vision of Christian society.

It is tempting to conclude that the nobility, the class that gave the most to the reform movement and benefited the most from it, was the major engine of church reform in the tenth and eleventh centuries. I suspect, however, that the perspective of reform as noble aggrandizement will prove, upon testing, to be no more useful than viewing reform as a clerical attempt to seize power. Any single-catalyst model will have difficulty explaining all the different interests at work. The reform activities of nobles so paralleled those of kings and emperors that it is often unclear where secular initiative lay: nobles took over royal ecclesiastical patronage while kings and emperors co-opted noble monastic reforms and peace movements. Clerical reformers may have sought more political control as they shifted from their Carolingian role of advising princes toward greater insistence on church independence, but they still needed lay support. It might be better to avoid categorizing the pre-Gregorian and even many aspects of the Gregorian reform movements as conflicting grabs for power. Instead, reforms often seem to have represented compromises of factional interests made by elites who had inherited common goals and values from the Carolingian empire. Major groups of nobles seem to have been willing to work together with kings, clergy, and even, on occasion, some of the new bourgeoisie in an individual and mutual quest for prosperity, peace, justice, and a restored right order under God.